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The formation of the strategy of innovative development of an enterprise should be carried out

according to its innovative potential. The article specifies the basic concepts of innovative potential

and innovative activity and considers their basic components to define innovative opportunities of

an enterprise and to estimate the efficiency of their use.

More often scientific literature contains

statements claiming that innovative activities

are the main instrument to raise the competi�

tive ability of the economic agents. It is abso�

lutely justified as changing the economic situa�

tion, dynamism of market environment, devel�

opment of technological progress, and support

of investment activities demand application of

innovations for creating competitive advantag�

es.  All this defines the necessity to specify the

basic characteristics of innovative activities.

Generalizing the formed approaches to the

definition of innovative activities in the norma�

tive and scientific literature we conclude that

innovative activities are the process of creat�

ing, commercialization, bringing innovations to

the final consumer, using innovations in activi�

ties in the form of up�to�date equipment and

technology, using new methods of organization

of production process and marketing.

An important condition of carrying out inno�

vative activities is the certain level of innovative

potential, which can be used effectively under sys�

tematic estimation of its level in the organization.

The results of this estimation must be objective

and useful. That’s why it is necessary to elaborate

such a system of parameters that will allow to

investigate different but interconnected factors that

form the innovative potential of an enterprise. Ex�

cept the estimation of innovative potential level of

an enterprise it is important to investigate the

degree and effectiveness of its usage and suc�

cess of innovative activities. It will help to reveal

inactive reserves of innovative potential and form

innovative strategy of enterprise development.

However, at first it is necessary to specify

the notion of innovative potential.

If we address to the explanatory dictionary

of D.N. Ushakov, we will find that it defines

“potential” as the aggregate of means, condi�

tions necessary for carrying on, sustaining, and

preservation of something. In the big bookkeep�

er’s dictionary potential is defined as the ag�

gregate of available means and opportunities in

some sphere.

That’s why we define innovative potential

of an enterprise as the aggregate of resources

that are owned by the economic agent under

research and that contribute to the success of

innovative activities.

Economic literature pays quite enough at�

tention to the questions of forming innovative

potential; however, the available information is

often fragmentary and contradictory and doesn’t

have a single interpretation. Most often research

and personnel potentials are called the basis of

innovative potential. However, these two lines

reflect all the factors that influence the success

of carrying out innovative activities insufficiently.

That’s why together with researching the po�

tential itself it is advisable to distinguish the

resource component, as the success of carrying

out innovative activities of enterprises depends

on the complex of resources they have. All the

resources are grouped into 5 particular poten�

tials, that in aggregate form the innovative po�

tential of an enterprise (see fig. 1).

Each of the components of innovative po�

tential contains a number of parameters that in

the aggregate allow to define the degree of

readiness and the possibility of carrying out

innovative activities of an enterprise. The ag�

gregate of the given parameters is not exhaus�

tive and it can be completed in accordance with

the objectives of the analysis.

The presence of research potential is com�

pulsory for carrying on the research and devel�

opment work (further in the text R&D), for cre�
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ating innovations. This component of innova�

tive potential differs from the others because it

includes a complex of parameters that charac�

terizes the activities of R&D department and

allows to evaluate the success of its organiza�

tion, its supply with qualified personnel, basic

production assets, the level of financing these

activities and their effectiveness.

Material and technical potential is neces�

sary to support  any production activities. In�

novative projects demand extra space, up�to�

date equipment, using new technologies that

are more efficient and more economical.

One of the main factors of innovative eco�

nomics is the intellectual (manpower) resourc�

es. It is obvious that in the enterprises where

 

Presence of research and development subdivisions on an enterprise. 
1. Labor resources: number of members of these subdivisions and their quantitative staff; costs 

of the raising the level of  skill and training the members of subdivisions and their part in 

general value of costs; part of costs of remuneration of labor of  the members of 

subdivisions in general value of labor compensation fund of an enterprise; methods of 

personnel motivation, etc. 

2. Effectiveness of R&D: number of intellectual property objects that were got and brought to 

application; the degree of novelty of the development results that were got (the new in the 

world, country, branch, on enterprise); number of own intellectual property objects that were 

sold; presence of own developments brought to application and having brought economic 

effect, etc. 

3. Supply of R&D of OPF subdivisions: their total cost, application of computer technologies, 

renovation ratio, etc. 

4. Financial parameters of R&D: profit that was got after realization of intellectual property 

objects; costs of R&D and their part in general value of costs of an enterprise; availability of 

state support for R&D carried on by an enterprise, etc. 

Material and technical potential 

Supply of an enterprise with OF and their level of accordance with the requirements of 

innovative activities: availability of necessary space and equipment and also need for them; level of 
automation of production at the present moment; renovation ratio; cost and number of new equipment 

and technology being applied; number of intangible assets being used on an enterprise, including 

created singly and acquired ones. 

Personnel potential 

Ability of the working staff of an enterprise to accept and carry out innovative activities 

adequately and successfully: accordance of the educational level of the staff with the post being 

filled (management, marketing, finances, production); participating of the staff in seminars, exhibitions, 

and conferences; labor productivity of the staff; fluctuation of personnel (management, marketing, 

finances, production); age structure of the staff (under 25; 25�35; 35�45; 45�55; 55 and more); 

quantitative staff (workers with higher education, specialists, not specialists, those who need 

retraining, the sum of costs necessary for retraining), etc. 

Financial potential 

Ability of an organization to finance innovative activities and to support credit resources: 
liquidity, profitability, financial stability, solvency, economic activity, profitableness, supply with own 

financial resources, surplus earnings of an enterprise, etc. 

Organizational�managerial potential 

Ability of administrative staff to react efficiently to emerging changes, to manage the activity 

effectively: presence of specialized subdivisions (construction department, strategic development 

department, marketing department, quality control department, supply department, planning department 

(department of budgeting and control)); experience of managing innovative projects, presence of 

registered merchandise marks, commercial labels, brands, etc. 
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Fig. 1. Characteristics of innovative potential in the context of resources  used
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the personnel has appropriate specialization and

educational level, strives for development, has

enough experience, participates actively in the

specialized seminars, conferences and is inter�

ested in successful activities of the enterprise,

carrying out innovative activities will be more

effective in comparison with the enterprises

where qualitative and quantitative staff doesn’t

correspond to the required level and where there

is staff turnover and a lack of motivation.

Innovative activities demand considerable

investments and have a high degree of risk,

that’s why the presence of investment opportu�

nities in an enterprise, the opportunities to at�

tract external resources is the prerequisite for

their carrying out. Accordingly, financial poten�

tial of an enterprise should be distinguished.

The aggregate of factors forming innova�

tive potential can provide effective activities of

 1.Creation of innovations. The process of development of ideas, researching the activities, 

developments, pilot productions; gaining the innovation and forming the achieved result as 

an object of intellectual property. 

Internal research and development Acquired external research and 

development 

  2. Activities on the application of 

product and process innovations 
2.Activities connected with 

marketing and organizational 

innovations 

Acquisition of intangible assets, 
know�how 

Acquisition of machinery, equipment, 

other capital costs 

Marketing preparation of product 

innovations 

Preparation of staff connected with 

the introduction of innovations 

Other types of preparation 

(projecting, production planning, tests) 

Preparation of 

organizational innovations 

 

Preparation of marketing 

innovations 

Fig. 2. Stages of innovative activities

an enterprise. The estimation of innovative po�

tential can also reveal the shortage of resources

needed for the innovative activities that should

be eliminated.

The final stage of estimation of innovative

potential is the analysis of the efficiency of its

use, in other words defining the innovative ac�

tivity attained by an enterprise.

In accordance with the recommendations on

collecting and analyzing innovations data of

“Management of Oslo”, a firm is considered to

be an innovatively active one, if it has been

carrying out innovative activities during the pe�

riod of time under investigation, including firms

with ongoing or suspended activities of such

kind. Therefore, innovative activity is a charac�

teristic of innovative activities of an enterprise.

To study innovative activity more profoundly

it is necessary to do the estimation in the con�
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text of separate types of innovative activities

that are shown in fig. 2.

Generally, all the innovative activities can

be subdivided into two stages: research activi�

ties and the activities on the application of dif�

ferent types of innovations. Besides, for the

detailed estimation the last stage should be sub�

divided according to the types of innovations.

There are four types of innovations to be dis�

tinguished:

1. Product innovation � introduction of

goods or  services that is new or has been

considerably updated in a number of character�

istics or ways of its using (updating the techni�

cal characteristics of  goods, components, ma�

terials, etc.)

2. Process innovation � application of a new

or considerably improved method of production

or delivery of a product (changes in technology,

production equipment, software, etc.)

3. Marketing innovation � application of a

new marketing method, including considerable

changes in design, packaging, storage, sales

promotion or the retail price.

4. Organizational innovation � application

of a new organizational method to the business

practice of a firm, etc.

The suggested structure allows to reveal the most

successful directions of innovative activities being

carried out by an enterprise, to define the reasons of

failure to carry out innovative activities, and to reveal

the unused reserves of innovative potential.

Based on the types of innovative activities

of an enterprise, it is suggested to use the sys�

tem of parameters for the estimation of innova�

tive activity of an enterprise shown in fig. 3.

It should be marked that the estimation must

be done in the context of types of innovative

activities, types of innovations being carried

out, quantitative and qualitative characteristics.

Stages of innovative activities 
Creating innovations Application of innovations basing on types 

Internal research 
and development 

Acquired external 
research and 
development 

Product 
innovations 

Process 
innovations 

Organizational 
innovations 

Marketing 
innovations 

Quantitative characteristics 
1.Number of innovative projects launched 
2. Number of innovative projects completed successfully 
3.Number of innovations developed singly and applied successfully 
4. Number of acquired innovations applied successfully 
5.Entering new markets 
6.Participating of an enterprise in exhibitions, seminars, conferences, grants  

Qualitative characteristics  
Costs of an enterprise 
1.Capital costs: 
1.1.Costs of internal research and development (wages of personnel carrying out R&D; material costs of research 
subdivisions; depreciation of equipment of laboratories and research subdivisions; other costs of R&D) 
1.2. Cost of acquired results of external research and development 
1.3. Cost of patents, merchandise marks, up-to-date machinery and equipment; up-to-date technologies, computing 
machinery, software, land, buildings that were acquired and are being used. 
2.Current costs: 
2.1.Costs of wages of working staff involved into innovative activities directly 
2.2. Other costs (wages of auxiliary and operating personnel; costs to buy and deliver the materials; marketing research 
costs, costs of retraining and raising the level of personnel skill, etc.) 
Results of innovative activities: 
1.Volume of sales of innovative production (including export) 
2. Part of innovative production in total volume of sales 
3.  Profitability of innovative production 
4.Index of costs per 1 ruble of innovative production 
5.Part of costs of innovative activities that didn’t bring positive results in total volume of receipts 
Funding sources 
1.Internal funds 
2.Funds of commercial credit companies (bank credits, venture capital, assets of investment funds, etc.)  

Fig. 3. The system of parameters of innovative activity of an enterprise
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Also, all the costs of an enterprise con�

nected with innovative activities should be sub�

divided into capital and current ones.  Capital

costs include: costs of internal research and

development, acquisition of non�circulating as�

sets that are necessary for carrying out innova�

tive activities. Current costs, in accordance with

the “Management of Oslo”, are the costs of an

enterprise for carrying out innovative activities.

They consist of labor costs of permanent and

temporary staff and other current costs.

To carry out innovative activities success�

fully, it is needed to use innovative potential of

an enterprise effectively. The given system of

potentials that forms innovative potential of an

enterprise allows to define available opportuni�

ties of an enterprise for carrying out innovative

activities. And estimation of innovative activity

characterizes degree and efficiency of using in�

novative potential. This information can help the

enterprise management to form a strategy of

innovative development of an enterprise taking

into account available opportunities and  present

defects.
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